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Implementing and assessing the hybrid ideation space:
a cognitive artefact for conceptual design
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Actual 3D modelling tools and virtual reality systems are affecting creativity during the early stages
of the design process. They are often used as communication tools (passive) rather than ideation
tools (active) because of their interface complexity. Among other reasons, this is due to abstract
commands that demand precision in the execution and always suggest inconsistent default values.
This situation is hindering the representational conversation and cognitive artefacts during the design process. Being adapted to this task, ideation is still being done through analogue tools such as
sketches and physical models, which are direct ways of representation with the ambiguity, inaccuracy and abstraction of their intuitive depictions. This paper presents the implementation and evaluation of a new innovative system: the Hybrid Ideation Space. This system allows users to sketch and
make models all around them in real-time and in scale using a digital tablet and an immersive projection device.
Keywords: ideation; immersive sketching, immersive model making; design cognition; humancomputer interaction.
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1 Detours of Technology in Design
In order to express a thought, we need direct channels to let our mind exteriorize
it. We use gestures, verbal, graphical and physical representations, and with language, we can give a specific meaning. The better we master the use of these
channels and language, the better we express our ideas. During design, we also
need to master straight channels to express design ideas. Graphical and physical
representations have always been the channels that helped designers to express
and exteriorize concepts, and the computer is one technology intended to refine
or assist them.
The problem is that technology has made designers lose the directness of the
mind, expressed through words and gestures when engaging in “design thinking”, forcing the mind to focus on the tool as a channel rather than on the design
itself. In addition, we must consider that humans are limited in their informationprocessing capacity to allow design.1 In order to respect its logic and accuracy
(or computer language)2 the discourse of current human computer interfaces demands designers to feed the system with information that is not even figured out
in the designers’ mental images. Interfaces are asking for their own data without
considering the designer’s expectations and uncertainties regarding the project
itself.3 Some computer interface commands have so many preconceptions about
how the design process should be that they affect decision-making and ultimately
limit the use of computers to a passive role. Therefore, computers have become,
in practice, an instrument of rhetoric instead of design, developing and communicating in their own particular ways ideas conceived using more traditional, direct and intuitive channels: analogue freehand sketches and manual physical
models.
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The time spent by users configuring and dealing with computer requirements
also deters them away from design thinking to digital representational or programming model thinking. Again, this eventually leads designers to opt for
other, more traditional tools for ideation. Even specialized users can find analogue design tools more efficient and intuitive when taking on this important task
of the design process. In addition, designers who are not computer specialists
will never become so, since they don’t believe they will be able to design with
them but rather use them just to represent or communicate their ideas.
How many error messages can we try to understand, digits that we need to input,
syntax to respect, trials and errors, “do” and “undo” to achieve a digital representation consistent with our mental image? The time it takes to forget it or to stop
the creative flow, as when we stop writing a poem because our pen is empty. As
analogue design tools, we need digital instruments that can at lease respect the
way we design and how abstract, ambiguous and inaccurate, vague design ideas
are in the designer’ mind before they can be exteriorized,4 5 especially during
ideation in several design disciplines like architecture, interior and industrial design.6 CAD research has proposed several ways in which to use the computer in
design, but in practice, they are not being used, partly because research software
has not been commercialized yet, partly because these solutions are so complicated or so abstracts that they fall short of the scope they were intended for.
Computers are aiding in technical drafting, photorealistic renderings and presentations, detail development, accuracy, data management, construction information, selling ideas or convincing clients, but, are they used to make better designs?
2 What Happened with Ideation in CAD?
In the beginning of CAD, the “D” stood for “drafting”, for it was designed specifically to help in the creation of technical drawings. Later, CAD, or Computer
Aided Design, became CDD or CCD (Developing or Communicating Design),
because only already existing designs made using analogue intuitive tools could
fit the requirements of the system. In design, there is a gap before resorting to
CAD, and this step has been done using the same traditional techniques used
since the Renaissance. Physical models and freehand sketches allow the designer to make ideation easily, but they have several drawbacks7 8 that consume
time, present deformations, scale and proportions problems, and are difficult to
transform. Even further in the process, designers use these traditional tools to
modify their ideas before starting the complex process of altering the 3D model,
because it is governed by technology and it has its own language.
Ideation is not made in CAD because these systems are destined for computer
specialists, draftsmen or modelling operators instead of design specialists. In
fact, this situation is also due to the fact that some CAD systems came from
other disciplines or were conceived for other tasks, like engineering, manufacturing, animation or film making, that are well adapted for later steps of the design
process. This represents a challenge for designers since the complexity of the interface imposes a different logic,9 closer to computer programming, on their way
of working, even with actual GUIs.
Approaches of generative geometry have been proposed for ideation.10 11 However, this paradigm calls for savvy users that, in the end, become passive, ran-
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domly inspired by computer solutions. In addition, they are making abstract programming to graphically represent ideas proposed by the system. This is like a
one-way reflective conversation,12 a monologue by the computer. It is not because forms seem new, dynamic or interesting, that we can consider them as
good design. Only if they are governed by the designers’ principles, and the
needs of space and function are considered in these solutions, could they be relevant. Are we now proposing a CID or Computer Inspired Design? And still, is
this meant for regular designers or for computer specialists? Who does ideation?
3 Communicate or Design?
Early in CAD research, a distinction had been made concerning ideation as an
active process and communication as a passive task, regarding design.13 Of
course, these elements are themselves related and, communicating between oneself and others is important during design. But how do ideas arise and what are
the processes that rule creativity? We need reflective communication tools as direct channels of expression in order to be active in design. When these tools are
affecting this directness, we only communicate or represent partial ideas in a limited way, and we become passive vis-à-vis design.
In practice, computers had inadequately taken this passive role during the process, being generally very active in the final steps, being reserved for the realization of construction documents and presentation of information. Active reflective
tasks in design were mostly reserved for traditional analogue manual actions.
4 Cognitive Artefacts
Reflective materials as direct channels to express ideas are essential in design.
Tools that permit unintended changes (talk-backs), graphical or physical, can
help and stimulate reflection and engage “conversation” with the idea to achieve
better ideation.14 The construction of internal or external representations with
these kinds of materials and tools among other cognitive activities are considered
as cognitive artefacts of design.15 They allow dialogue with mental images being
directly exteriorized, and making design decisions.
Even if we do not need to exteriorize mental representations for simple geometry
in order to understand or modify them,16 adapted visualization tools are needed
for complex shapes and configurations. External representations enable operations on themselves that are more difficult or impossible to perform on internal
ones and this facilitates the discovery or exploration of alternatives.17 Just by
juxtaposing various drawings and mock-ups, designers compare different possibilities and see the consequences.18 When the designer does not have the experience to mentally visualize and resolve design problems, these cognitive artefacts
are essential to the ideation process. Furthermore, according to Zhang and Norman,19 external representations activate perceptual processes, whereas internal
representations usually activate cognitive processes. One type of internal representations is “percepts” that are mental representations resulting from perception.20 In addition, making ideation in a collaborative design team demands cognitive artefacts adapted to different visualization abilities, and pre-acquired representational skills so as to use these artefacts actively and intuitively.
The above can enable designers to take decisions “in situ” directly in front of
their ideas, as knowing-in-action described by Schön21 and respond to the prob-
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lem through improvisation by reflection-in-action.22
5 Augment Instead of Imitate: Hybrid Techniques
Several digital tools imitating traditional design tools transform the computer
into a “funnel” for design information treatment. And as mentioned before, despite the advantages offered by the machine, human computer interface approaches are not well adapted for ideation. The main goal of hybrid (analog and
digital) design tools is to take advantage of each mode and not only transit in one
direction: towards digital. In this way, designers and computers can treat design
information when and where they are most competent.
Moreover, considering the advantages of traditional tools as cognitive artefacts
of design, one approach will enable computers to improve traditional tools, instead of simulating or imitating them. Neither sketchy-like renderings made from
accurate primitives, nor perfect rapid prototypes share the same advantages of
cognitive artefacts as real freehand sketches or rough handmade physical models.
However, computers can immerse us into representations while avoiding scale
and proportion problems. What's more, performance capabilities can be used for
real-time execution, where digital information is applied to transformations,
undo, copy and paste capabilities, difficult to achieve with manual instruments.
Several hybrid processes and techniques have been proposed to merge digital
and analogue conception tools for use in design.23 24 25 These solutions range
from 3D scanning preliminary scale models and other depictions during the design process, to digitalizing handmade sketches to be used as input for the system (as digital sketches or triggering commands).26 to 30 In many cases, manual
actions have been acknowledged in interface design for their relevance on “psychomotor perception” and their intuitiveness.31 We, however, have taken another approach to hybrid design techniques in design.
In order to avoid the funnel effect of digital systems during the design process,
we foresee hybrid techniques which take the information out of the system so as
to treat it with the skills and abilities already possessed by the user, and then put
it back into the system so as to take advantage of its digital capabilities. It is a
continuous back-and-forth between analogue and digital realms, where actions
are integrated into each representation. While users attend to the limits of one
mode, they choose the more adapted one to represent and solve the design problem. As a consequence, traditional manual analogue tools are augmented by the
power of the system and not only re-presented or imitated, giving another kind of
hybrid design tools.
5.1 Drafted Virtual Reality (DVR)
We started with the DVR technique,32 where the designer can use non-immersive
virtual reality techniques to be inside a virtual environment modelled and rendered using freehand sketches. The DVR technique begins by using basic modelled shapes (primitives) to represent proportions or referential elements to allow
the computer to build a cylindrical 360° panoramic graphical template that serves
to be sketched over. A custom or a generic template, as those used to draw
axonometric or perspectives can be printed out to be worked with different freehand techniques, better mastered by the user. This printed template can also be
sketched over directly using a digital tablet. Subsequently, the panoramic sketch
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is corrected in a normal perspective using QTVR, having as result that the computer screen becomes a window to a manually sketched virtual world (See Table
1).
5.2 Immersed Drafted Virtual Reality (iDVR)
Subsequently, we proposed an immersive version of the DVR technique,33 where
the user can sketch all around him/her in real time and at normal scale. This time,
starting from some basic shapes or a grid, the system proposes a spherical 360°
panoramic graphical template using a rendered reflective sphere inside a wireframe or shaded 3D model. This template is then displayed in a spherical immersive projection system like the Panoscope.34 Using a digital tablet, the designer
can sketch over the template while the sketches are projected in real-time over
the spherical surface of the immersive system, which corrects the perspective and
displays spaces and shapes in the user’s normal scale (Table 1 and Figure 1).
5.3 Hybrid Modeling (HM)
In addition, we proposed a HM technique to work with physical models and
master complex shapes.35 36 This technique lets the user go back and forth between manual and digital models using Rapid Prototyping (PR) and a 3D scanner
to transit between analogue and digital modes. Starting from rough hand-made
physical models, the designer can create shapes quickly using malleable materials such as Styrofoam. Then, the model is scanned in 3D and applied as a template to form the virtual shape without using the conventional required orthogonal views as background. Once in the digital mode, all the digital capabilities can
be exploited to make copies, play with symmetry and make transformations,
such as scale, and explore Boolean operations. Later, this digital model is printed
using RP techniques, and the prototype becomes a matrix used to continue design explorations manually. This cycle can be repeated frequently at the beginning of the process, integrating the control of manual actions in the process and
mastering proportions in the creation of complex shapes (Table 1).

Figure 1 Spherical versus
Cylindrical
panoramic
sketches

6 The Hybrid Ideation Space
In order to combine all the advantages of these hybrid techniques for sketching
and modelling in ideation, while avoiding some of their drawbacks, we imple-
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mented the Hybrid Ideation Space (HIS). This system is based on a new spherical mirror model to input and output information: an inexpensive immersive projection procedure as output inspired by the Panoscope and planetarium projection systems37 adapted to these kinds of applications, and a spherical image capturing method from scale models as input. The HIS combines real-time immersive sketching capabilities with physical model making in one system, allowing
the user to carry out ideation by manual action on immersive graphical and
physical representations (Figure 2 and 3).
Table 1 Advantages and
problems of previous hybrid techniques
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6.1 Immersive Sketching
The spherical graphical template is constructed using a ray-trace render of a reflective sphere in a basic 3D model containing very elemental shapes or primitives. This gives proportions, which become graphical guides for sketching. This
template can be used with any painter or image editing software38 via a digital
tablet (Wacom Interactive Pen Display™) as an input device connected to any
powerful laptop. The computer has two displays, one for the digital table and another for a conventional projector. These two display devices are mounted on
different supports in order to avoid shaking the projected image by manual actions. The digital tablet is supported by a telescopic table permitting work seated
or standing, the latter being better for immersion. The projector placed at table
level so as not to disturb the user’s gaze and supported by an individual tripod,
points upwards (Figure 3).
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Figure 2 Hybrid Ideation
Space

Figure 3 Equipment used
in the HIS

The full-screen image is inverted and projected over a semi spherical mirror
mounted on the ceiling and centred on the projector. As a result, the spherical
image is reflected over a semi spherical screen of synthetic fabric mounted in the
ceiling or on a support and also centred on the spherical mirror. The minimum
diameter of the HIS is 16’ for 8’ of height, allowing up to 4 users in the space.
The projected spherical image is subsequently corrected, and the user can see all
around her/him in a normal perspective, in real-time, while drawing with the
digital pen. To sketch all the surrounding space, the user can move around the
two sides of the rectangular table and sketch both hemispheres (Front and Back)
(Figures 2 and 4).
6.2 Immersive Model Making
In order to have improved model making and the hybrid modelling technique
combined with sketches during ideation, we use a small high definition camera
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(1080i) for better image resolution and a small mirror-ball as a spherical panoramic lens. The camera is attached vertically to the table’s edge and the mirrorball is cantered in front of its lens. As simple as the immersive projection system
discussed earlier, this apparatus is now used not as output but as input. The
camera captures a deformed spherical panoramic image reflected by the mirrorball placed at eye level of the scaled physical model. The real-time monitored
HD image is then displayed by the same laptop to the immersive projection system. In this way, as users move and modify the scaled model, they can see a
normal scale immersive projection of the model all around them. In order to
solve contrast problems, the model is sometimes placed in a small scene placed
on the table, controlling colour background and lighting (Figure 5).

Figure
4
Immersive
sketching in action –
Spherical graphical template – Spherical sketch

In order to combine immersive model making with sketches so as to explore
graphically the physical modifications to be made, the monitored HD image is
capture by the system and used as a background layer in the painter software.
The user can therefore sketch over a graphical spherical panoramic template easily produced by the scale model and the mirror-ball (Table 2).
7 Methodology and assessment
Twenty pairs of second year Industrial Design students participated in this study
during the ideation stage of the design of a car (exterior and interior) as an exercise for a Computer Graphics class. They started with the HM technique making
an initial rough model (up to 3 hours). Then, the models were digitalized and the
digital geometry was given to assist the 3D digital modelling process (1 week).
Next, these models were printed with RP and used on the HIS during 20 minutes
for each team, because of schedule limitations. After that, a spherical graphical
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Figure 5 Immersive model
making in action – Captured image – Spherical
sketch over the image
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template was built from the interior of each digital geometry using the exterior
shape and some basic forms as references to the seats and steering wheel. Then
the teams returned to the HIS to design the interior of the car (20 minutes).
Design Flow and Workload
The notion of flow has been used to describe a perceived optimal experience
when people are engaged in an activity with high involvement, concentration,
enjoyment and intrinsic motivation.39 It is a state of mind that has been observed
in other activities such as web navigation, surgery, composing, and painting, but
not yet in digital design. It is characterized by clear goals and quick feedback,
focused attention, loss of self-consciousness, altered sense of time, a sense of
control, a merging of action and awareness, a match between participants’ skills
and the activity’s challenges, and an experience which is autotelic. To reach the
flow state requires a balance between the challenges perceived in a given situation and the person’s skills. If the challenge’s level changes, it produces anxiety
or boredom.40
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Current approaches of human computer interfaces evaluating digital design tools
are based on usability tests of task execution. However, the flow of creativity and
inspiration during the design process, especially during ideation, has not been
considered as a relevant cognitive aspect in this evaluation. The activity of design, in particular during the ideation process, may be evaluated using this notion
of flow that we call the Design Flow.
We applied the Design Flow based on eight dimensions (anxiety, arousal, control, worry, apathy, boredom, relaxation, flow).41 We also used a questionnaire
with twelve questions related to how they experienced the ideation working with
the physical mock-up (the Model), the HM technique and the HIS (Immersive
Sketching and Immersive Model Making). The last part was ranking eight components that can start or sustain the flow. A final question was related to the talkbacks of these representations and the development of concepts.

Table 2 Advantages and
problems of the HIS

In order to evaluate the cognitive aspects of the HIS as an interface, we also used
the NASA Task Load Index (TLX).42 TLX is a multi-dimensional rating procedure that provides an overall workload score based on a weighted average of ratings on six subscales: three dimensions relate to the demands imposed on the
subject (mental, temporal, and physical demands) and three to the interactions of
the subject with the task (performance, effort and frustration).

Figure 6 Design Flow 1
(circle)
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Figure 7 Design Flow 2
(questionnaire)

8 Results
8.1 Design Flow
For the evaluation of the Design Flow the students put a dot in a circle divided in
eight dimensions. These dots were placed according to how they felt at the beginning (time 1), the middle (time 2) and the end (time 3) of the task. The Model
was not demanding or laborious. The HM was more precise and complex, and
the performance of the students depended on how well they knew the technique.
The task was least demanding and more forgiving in the HIS. Even with the time
pressure and being first-time users, the students reported being in the state of
flow more often in the HIS (Figure 6).
In another questionnaire on the Design Flow, the students indicated that there
was anxiety in the HIS due to first-time use, yet at a lower rate than the anxiety
reported in the HM, a technique they already knew (3D modelling). The level of
boredom was higher when working with the Model and in the HM. The complexity of the task and interface in the HM required more concentration from the
students. They lost track of time similarly in the HIS and the HM, even if the
HIS was used only for 20 minutes and the HM for one week. Also there was a
clear preference for re-doing the experience for its own sake in the HIS.
The students have considered eight components that can start the flow or support
it during the ideation. They classified these components in order of importance.
When the students felt more comfortable with the HIS, they were able to perform
without problem. The performance in the HM depended on how the students
knew. The technique while the intrinsic motivation was more important in the
Model and HM (Figure 7).

Figure 8 Workload
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8.2 Workload
Even with the time limitation in the HIS, the students were able to achieve most
of their design goals. The mental demand was similar in the HM but since the
frustration was greater for the HM, this technique proved more demanding,
stressful and complex. The effort was low when intuitive interfaces were used
(Model and HIS) (Figure 8).
The overall workload shows that for the Model the students achieved more design goals but it required additional effort. The design goals that the students
achieved with the HM required more effort which causes frustration. For the
HIS, even with the temporal demand and effort from the new interface, the students achieved their design goals (Figure 9).

Figure 9 Overall Workload

9 Conclusions
Some students needed to adapt to the hand-eye coordination to work in the HIS
(5 to 10 minutes); Immersive Sketching was easier when they felt more comfortable. The real scale in the HIS allowed the students to understand their concept
and see errors more easily, triggering a better feedback loop. Students improved
communication by using a laser pointer, one moving it over the projected sketch,
the other following it with the pen, as if they were sketching at the same time.
The students made observations about their design and the feedback between
them was constant and efficient. Sketching and talking at the same time was significant in the HIS. The design decisions improved in quality as the sketch
evolved.
The use of intuitive interfaces with physical Models and the HIS allowed the
students to ideate more easily, based on factors such as time spent, concept produced and success rate. The design collaboration among students was very important in the HIS. The students with high intrinsic motivation often outperformed students with low motivation. When students worked together they enhanced the ideation process, particularly in an environment like the HIS where
the main focus is active design.
HIS as a Cognitive Artefact for Conceptual Design
As demonstrated above, the HIS is presented here as a cognitive artefact for conceptual design because users can amplify graphical and physical reflective traditional channels of representation (as freehand sketches and physical models), al-
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lowing easy conversation within representations and between them. In order to
achieve this, it maintains abstraction, ambiguity and inaccuracy of these augmented depictions, which are also adapted to the designer’s initial mental image
during ideation. It is an interface-less device, because designers can confront
ideation with manual actions and already known and mastered representational
skills. They can focus on the conceptual design task rather than dealing with system requirements or abstract commands. Designers working in teams and using
this system seem more occupied by design considerations than by computer and
software constraints, compared to current CAD and VR systems.
Moreover, by using the HIS designers deal with physical constraints with the
augmented models as lighting, gravity and textures of materials, exploring and
discovering ideas that are easily achieved by manual actions. Rough models become symbols as found by sketches43 44 or physical cognitive artefacts changing
the meaning and allowing reflection-in-action. This fact makes the designers’
perceptual process of being involved in the creative activity, one of the important
goals of the Bauhaus’ teachings in basic design. Hence, the HIS may sustain
mental representation as the “precepts” during design.
The HIS is proposed to fill the gap in ideation before the use of CAD and VR
systems during the design process. This system, however, still has some problems which will need to be addressed in future work.
10 Future work
In order to improve better communication between groups of designers using the
HIS, we have proposed the use of laser pointers as visual markers on the immersive projection. After this experience, we are looking forward to develop a laser
pointer image capture application, as used with flat displays.45 This will allow
initial sketching using a laser pointer over the spherical display. This could help
in drawing without the spherical deformation and in the construction of the template, since the dexterity and the psychomotor interaction of the pen on the digital tablet for freehand sketching are not possible with the laser pointer at this
time. Also, we are expecting to implement OpenRT (Open Ray-Trace) techniques to render in real-time reflective spherical images and to use the sketches
and physical models made on this system as guides for 3D modelling. This will
allow designers to insert this kind of representation into any 3D modelling software in order to improve the initial ideation, and fulfil later steps of the design
process. Several experiments are in progress concerning learning processes,
working with professional practitioners from different design fields responding
to real needs, and design work in individual and team settings.
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